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Sport 20 sv cargo carrier instructions

You can get a replacement manul from Sears Parts at 800-366-7278 and refer to sport type 20-SV and model #300-72000. hope it Help! Sears migrates from the SportRack manufacturer to Thule. I had a lot of trouble finding the model number on the loadbox and was lost without it. Then I
went to a local Sears store and found a helpful associate. They also migrate to a U BOLT type system instead of the system that came with the carrier several years Ago. It has 2 transport bolts, 2 metal plates, 2 metal/plastic wing nuts and quick release metal slide for EACH of the 4
attachment marks. If you want this part, try the following Information: SPORTRACK MODEL: 28-7216 Part # 92511. I bought the 'last one' at my local sears for $20. **Visit Sportrack.com and go to Catalog, then Cargo, then Roof Boxes. Select Aero 1600 and then click the Installation Guide.
It has the same installation set that came a few years with my Sport 20 SV Ago. Took me forever to find instructions, so I wanted to share! !** I just went through a lot of work to track down the U-bolt kit you need to attach the box to your roof (e.g., Yakima or Thule rack). Sportrack, a
Canadian company, was bought out by Thule, so the phone number to Sportrack is answered by Thule - but after about a 45 minutes likes. They said their internal number for the U-bolt kit is #05593, and they sell it for $25+ $6+ tax (US dollars). They said the kit is actively distributed, so I
may be able to find it through a local dealer. In that case, I must use the model number A117 *OR* 90490. They said they were also spreading through Sears, and with Sears the number is 7216. I just tried Sears' online catalog, as well as their parts catalog, and 7216 don't come up. But I
have a Sears car downtown and they said they were carrying the 7216 but they is out of stock at the moment. Actually – I called Sears 800 number, they had to pass me to a 2nd level service, They said it don't appear to be distributed to their stores – that is, mail order only. Addendum: I
called another Sears Auto Center and they called the 7216 in stock: Rood Stretch Mounting Universal Quick Release Kit Sears share number 028-07216 Sears model number 92511 $19.99 Fits X-Cargo X-Treme 300.42016, X-Cargo Sport 20-SV 300.72000 X-Cargo Sport 20 300.72020 X-
Load 300.7271 ? Your question has been published, help is on the way! Do you want to get updates on new answers? this question Add your answer Did you not find what you are looking for? Ask a question
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